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A B S T R A C T   

As a newly-emerged financing method, crowdfunding has been gaining popularity among entrepreneurs in recent 
years. Two major functions are featured in crowdfunding campaigns: financing and marketing. Focusing on 
reward-based crowdfunding campaigns that adopt the “All-or-Nothing” mechanism, this paper mainly in-
vestigates how entrepreneurs set their funding targets and sales strategies with two cases considered—one 
without and the other with financial constraints. In particular, entrepreneurs without financial constraints may 
concentrate on profit maximization via product marketing, while those with financial constraints may start with 
establishing funding targets to ensure the success of the campaign first, and then the retail of products. Two 
theoretical models are built—one with financial constraints and the other without financial constraints—to 
determine the optimal product price and sales scheme. We find that the consumers’ perceived value of extra 
rewards and the probability of product matching both play a significant role in product price optimization and 
profit maximization. Without financial constraints, entrepreneurs’ choices on sales schemes vary depending on 
the consumers’ perceived value of extra rewards and the probability of product matching, whereas a two-stage 
sales scheme is optimal for entrepreneurs with financial constraints. Our results also reveal that a higher 
probability of product matching may benefit social welfare but damage consumer surplus under certain cir-
cumstances. Using real data from the Kickstarter platform, this paper offers a new perspective to enrich the 
understanding of theoretical results.   

1. Introduction 

Propelled by the rapid development of the Internet, crowdfunding 
(CF1) has become an important source of financing in recent years for 
start-ups or individuals to raise initial capital for product development 
and production. In practice, CF can be classified into four categories: 
donation-based, reward-based, lending and equity [1]. Reward-based 
CF has already become a popular way of funding products, allowing 
start-ups or individuals to motivate potential consumers to fund the 
campaigns in exchange for non-monetary rewards, which are, most 
often, products to be manufactured by these entrepreneurs. 

As of June 2020, “Kickstarter”, the biggest reward-based CF plat-
form, has raised $5.0 billion with 182,749 successful funding cam-
paigns.2 Meanwhile, the primary goal of entrepreneurs is to raise 
sufficient capital for product development and production due to the 
“All-or-Nothing” mechanism adopted by Kickstarter [2]. CF has become 

a popular way for entrepreneurs to raise money, but CF platforms like 
Kickstarter are being increasingly used as marketing platforms [3]. In 
practice, some entrepreneurs may have a low funding target, while 
others may require outstanding technical competence and substantial 
funding, especially for design and technology campaigns [4]. Therefore, 
the financing and marketing roles of CF are incorporated into this paper 
according to the amount of the funding target. Similar to Belleflamme 
et al. [5], when the funding target is lower than a threshold, which is 
equal to the entrepreneur’s optimal profit at the CF stage, it is 
acknowledged that entrepreneurs need a low funding target and are 
more concerned with the marketing role of CF in maximizing profits. 
This is referred to as “without financial constraints”. In contrast, when 
the funding target is higher than this threshold, it is believed that en-
trepreneurs need a high funding target, with the financing role of CF 
being their top priority, and the marketing role is pursued only after 
attaining the funding target [6]. This is defined as “with financial 
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constraints”. Two campaigns are used to illustrate the typical funding 
and selling processes of the CF campaign. 

For example, Xeric Apollo 11 50th Anniversary Automatic Watch3 has 
been one of the most successful CF campaigns. The entrepreneur started 
a campaign on “Kickstarter” with detailed information, including the 
funding target, rewards, the CF price and the retail price. A two-stage 
sales strategy, which consists of CF and retailing, was adopted. Con-
sumers, subsequently, decided whether to purchase the products based 
on the given information. On Kickstarter, if entrepreneurs fail to meet 
the funding target, all the capital will be refunded to the pledged con-
sumers via the CF platform. If the funding target is met, however, en-
trepreneurs are expected to develop and produce the products and 
distribute them to the pledged consumers. Entrepreneurs can continue 
their sales in the retail market via an online platform, and consumers 
who have not already bought the products can make a purchasing de-
cision based on product information and consumers’ reviews. For 
another case, Virtual competitions: Mobile app,4 some variations are 
shown compared with the campaign described above, which can be 
summarized as follows. A one-stage sales strategy, which only included 
CF, was adopted, instead of the above mentioned two-stage one. Con-
sumers were only able to purchase the products through CF campaign. In 
both the two cases mentioned above, extra rewards and experiences are 
provided for the pledged consumers, e.g., freebies, consumer commu-
nity benefits [5], and opportunities for interaction between consumers 
with entrepreneurs, etc. Consumers obtain the perceived value gener-
ated from the additional experiences, which is defined as the consumer’s 
perceived value of extra rewards. 

Based on the above discussion, it can be seen that the first campaign 
focused on a two-stage sales strategy, while the second campaign 
concentrated on a one-stage selling strategy. In a two-stage sales strat-
egy, entrepreneurs always set the CF price lower than the retail price to 
motivate consumers to purchase their products early on. However, this 
increasing pricing plan cannot extract higher surplus from the high- 
valued consumers in the CF campaign, and an increase in the retail 
price may lead to a reduction of consumer demands. Therefore, it is not 
certain whether the optimal sales scheme and product pricing vary 
under different scenarios. In addition, such information is obtained 
through practice that most entrepreneurs were able to raise no more 
than $10,000, whereas a small yet growing proportion of entrepreneurs 
were able to raise six, seven or even eight figures.5 Compared to en-
trepreneurs without financial constraints, those with financial con-
straints need to set a high funding target to develop and produce 
products and have to balance between raising a higher target and 
reaching it. Due to the reasons above, we attempt to explore how these 
two types of entrepreneurs—one with and the other without financial 
constraints—formulate the optimal product price and sales scheme in CF 
and analyse the impact of financial constraints on entrepreneurs’ deci-
sion-making. 

In particular, the main research questions in this paper are as follows. 
First, for entrepreneurs without financial constraints, who focus more on 
the marketing role of CF, we investigate what kind of sales scheme the 
entrepreneur should adopt, with consideration of both a one-stage sales 
scheme and a two-stage one. We also attempt to study how to design 
optimal product prices to maximize profits in these two different sales 
strategies. Second, the impact of entrepreneurs’ decisions on consumer 
surplus and social welfare is examined. Finally, for entrepreneurs with 
financial constraints whose first consideration lies in financing, followed 
by marketing, studies are conducted on how they set funding targets and 
adjust product prices and sales strategies. The optimal prices in the 

financial constraints setting are evaluated, with the comparison to those 
without financial constraints. 

To answer the questions above, a two-period CF is considered. To 
investigate the optimal product price and sales strategy in different 
cases, we mainly discuss CF campaigns with business attributes, which 
usually deliver concrete products [7]. Note that new products are still 
prototypes, or even being developed during the CF period, and con-
sumers cannot accurately estimate the probability of the match between 
the products and their needs. Combining online product descriptions 
with their personal information, consumers have an assessment on their 
probability of the match to the products [8]. In this paper, we use the 
probability of product matching to reflect the likelihood of the match 
between consumer needs and the products. Particularly, consumers who 
purchase the product in the CF campaign may incur regret costs when 
they fail to receive the desired product. At the retail stage, we assume 
that no regret cost is generated because consumers can learn about 
product performance through consumer reviews or other means. A 
notorious example as far as we know is Zano, which provided extra re-
wards for the pledged consumers and successfully raised ₤2.3 million 
from the Kickstarter platform. However, Zano’s entrepreneurs were not 
able to deliver rewards to all pledged consumers before declaring 
bankruptcy due to technical challenges [9]. Based on the above 
description, we formulate the expected profit function of entrepreneurs 
and derive optimal product prices, pricing plan and entrepreneurs’ 
profit in the two sales strategies. Moreover, different conclusions are 
drawn in comparing and analysing the two cases—one with and the 
other without consideration of financial constraints. 

The analysis yields several main insights, as follows. First, a theoretic 
model built to describe entrepreneurs’ profits shows that either a one- 
stage sales scheme or a two-stage one may be the optimal choice for 
entrepreneurs without financial constraints. With financial constraints, 
however, entrepreneurs should adopt a two-stage sales scheme. Second, 
entrepreneurs without financial constraints aim at product marketing 
and profit maximization, while those with financial constraints focus 
more on the financing role of the CF, and they should first set an 
appropriate funding target to ensure the success of CF campaigns and 
then sell the products at the retail stage. Third, we discover that the 
probability of product matching has an important influence on the 
pricing plan. To be specific, if the probability of product matching is low, 
entrepreneurs will announce an increasing pricing plan; otherwise, a 
decreasing pricing plan is preferred. With financial constraints, entre-
preneurs are more inclined to set a discounted CF price and opt for an 
increasing pricing plan. Finally, it is also shown that a higher probability 
of product matching may benefit social welfare but damage consumer 
surplus under certain cases. 

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: In 
Section 2, a study of related literature is presented. In Sections 3 and 4 
two models—one with and the other without consideration of financial 
constraints—are built, and theoretical results are derived. Section 5 
depicts the descriptive statistics of real data collected from Kickstarter. 
Section 6 summarizes the conclusions and limitations. All proofs are 
provided in the Appendix. 

2. Literature review 

A relatively new financing method as CF is for start-ups or in-
dividuals, the rise and rapid expansion of numerous CF platforms has 
attracted increasing attention in recent years from many researchers and 
entrepreneurs interested in CF campaigns. The CF campaign is analo-
gous to advance selling to some degree in that consumers are encour-
aged to engage in the CF campaign before the product is released [10]; 
for this reason, the literature in advance selling is reviewed first. 

The main benefits of advance selling are to reduce the risk of demand 
uncertainty in retailing and help entrepreneurs make optimal inventory 
decisions or capacity allocations [11,12]. Noparumpa et al. [13] studied 
how the barrel score and consumer heterogeneity affect the 

3 Available at https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/watchismo/xeric-nas 
a-trappist-1-automatic-watch/comments.  

4 Available at https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/goldcoastleague/virtua 
l-competitions-mobile-app?ref=discovery_category_newest  

5 Available at https://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats?ref=about_subnav. 
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winemaker’s capacity allocation and pricing decisions during futures 
and retail periods. Yu et al. [14] demonstrated that the interaction be-
tween capacity and consumer value played an important role in the two 
stages of advance selling and retail. Huang et al. [15] examined how 
pricing and production quantity strategies were affected by pre-sale 
capabilities and freebies. Unlike these analytical researches that ana-
lysed the different aspects of the capacity allocation and pricing de-
cisions for the two-stage sales activity, this research investigates 
entrepreneurs’ sales scheme choice and pricing decisions based on both 
one-stage and two-stage sales schemes. Moreover, the main function of 
advance selling activities is product marketing; however, the main 
functions of CF include product financing and marketing [6]. 

The closest theoretical work to ours is the product sales strategy 
choice studied by Prasad et al. [11] and Ma et al. [16]. A study on 
product sales strategy choice, in which a two-period model was estab-
lished to study whether retailers should employ advance selling to 
transfer some uncertain risks to consumers, and it was suggested that 
advance selling was not always optimal for retailers [11]. Ma et al. [16] 
investigated whether manufacturers should provide advance selling 
programmes, and came to the conclusion that advance selling pro-
grammes should only be adopted under specific circumstances. Different 
from the selection of entrepreneurs’ sales strategies in advance selling 
activities, entrepreneurs who initiate CF campaigns have a small amount 
of capital, but not enough to develop products. They are unable to obtain 
capital through traditional financing channels, and achieving the 
funding target is the only way for them to realize the successful launch of 
products. Therefore, we pay special attention to whether entrepreneurs 
should continue to sell products in the retail market after reaching the 
funding target. Our model differs from the advance selling model in 
regard to several key factors, including entrepreneurs’ financing de-
mand, the “All-or-Nothing” mechanism and consumers’ valuation of the 
extra rewards, all of which are rarely considered in the advance selling 
model but are important characteristics of the CF campaign. We incor-
porate these features into the CF model in this study. The following part 
is a detailed description of relevant research on CF. 

In practice, most of the research in the CF field is empirical [17–19]. 
Most empirical research on reward-based CF focused on the funders’ 
behaviour and the campaign attributes that affected the success rate, e. 
g., the funding target [18], the pledge patterns of backers [20], the 
duration of the campaign [21,22]. In terms of theoretical model 
research, some studies centred on the approaches to improve the success 
rate of CF campaigns. Alaei et al. [23] explored how firms maximized 
their chance of success by designing product prices and funding targets. 
Du et al. [24] proposed that entrepreneurs implement three contingent 
stimulus policies in the middle of the CF campaign, which can turn the 
underperforming CF campaigns from failure to success. Yang et al. [25] 
investigated how firms maximized the success rate of campaigns by 
designing the profit allocation mechanism, suggesting that providing 
consumers with a reasonable profit allocation mechanism could increase 
the success rate. Moreover, some researchers studied the financing 
features of CF, such as the choice of funding mechanisms [26,27], 
financing source selection [4,6,28], moral hazards [29,9,30] and in-
formation asymmetry [31,32]. In addition to the success rate and 
financing features, or financing role, of CF, entrepreneurs are also con-
cerned with the marketing decisions about consumers’ behaviour and 
campaign characteristics, such as sales scheme and product delivery, 
which are also considered in this research. However, existing studies are 
insufficient in their investigation in terms of the pricing and sales stra-
tegies of reward-based CF campaigns, especially when they are com-
bined with marketing characteristics of CF. There are only a few papers 
have studied the pricing strategy based on the financing role as follows. 

Hu et al. [33] proposed a two-period model to compare four pricing 
strategies and demonstrated that entrepreneurs should provide a menu 
pricing strategy under certain conditions. Guan et al. [34] compared the 
optimal pricing strategies in two cases, one with and one without 
consideration of advertising investment, based on a two-stage sales 

scheme. Bender et al. [2] discussed how entrepreneurs could use CF as a 
vehicle for price discrimination to extract higher surplus. Sayedi and 
Baghaie [3] studied the optimal conditions of CF as a price discrimina-
tion tool. The aforementioned literature focused more on entrepreneurs’ 
pricing decisions based on the financing role of CF. It is believed that 
product pricing, the key factor to ensure sufficient funding, requires 
careful thinking on entrepreneurs’ behalf. With the development of CF, 
it is increasingly understood as a campaign with business attributes, 
choosing an appropriate sales scheme as a marketing strategy is also 
vital to entrepreneurs’ profits. Hence, both the marketing and financing 
roles of CF are discussed in this study with two cases involved, one with 
and the other without financial constraints. And we study the optimal 
product prices and sales scheme selection in both cases. 

The closest work to our paper is that of Belleflamme et al. [5], and 
the important differences and theoretical contributions of our paper are 
summarized below. First, Belleflamme et al. [5] compared two CF 
financing mechanisms of pre-ordering and profit sharing by building a 
two-stage game. However, to the best of our knowledge, our paper is one 
of the few studies that develop generalized models to examine the dual 
role of CF as a funding channel as well as a marketing tool for selling 
products by considering two cases, one with and the other without 
financial constraints. Our results guide entrepreneurs on how to 
implement optimal product prices and sales schemes in the above two 
cases. Second, we differ from prior research on the success rate of CF by 
investigating how entrepreneurs set an appropriate funding target. A 
relationship between the funding target and financial constraints is 
revealed. Compared with no financial constraints, entrepreneurs with 
financial constraints have to set funding targets more carefully. Addi-
tionally, two cases from the perspectives of both the product price and 
the sales scheme are analysed, with results showing that for entrepre-
neurs both with and without financial constraints, different product 
price and sales scheme may be preferable. Third, using real data from 
the Kickstarter platform, a new perspective is offered to enrich the un-
derstanding of theoretical results, which was not considered by Belle-
flamme et al. [5]. 

3. Basic model and analysis without financial constraints 

This section involves the discussion on reward-based CF, in which a 
risk-neutral entrepreneur launches a CF campaign and posts its detailed 
information, including funding targetT, CF pricep1and retail pricep2. 
Meanwhile, the entrepreneur needs to decide on a sales scheme for 
products and announce all the rewards that the pledged consumers can 
receive. Regardless of financial constraints, the CF campaign can be 
guaranteed success by setting a funding target less than or equal to the 
entrepreneur’s maximum profit. At the beginning of the campaign, 
consumers log on to the platform to browse product information and 
make purchasing decisions, and entrepreneurs will develop and produce 
products and distribute them to consumers if the funding target is 
reached. Subsequently, the entrepreneurs who decide to implement a 
two-stage sales strategy would further sell products in the retail market. 
At this point, consumers who have not purchased the products will make 
purchasing decisions. 

Despite the fact that most platforms allow entrepreneurs to provide 
consumers with a menu of prices [33], we make a simplified assumption 
that there is only one CF pricep1in our model and that each pledged 
consumer will receive a unified product if the funding target is met. To 
focus on the sales strategy in the model, we make the following as-
sumptions: (i) Entrepreneurs who raise capital through CF platforms 
have no or only a little private capital and cannot raise capital through 
traditional financing channels, such as venture capital and bank loans 
(see, e.g., [2,5]). (ii) At the CF stage, consumers cannot exactly estimate 
the probability of the matching between the product and their needs [9], 
and we defineαas the probability of product matching, which affects 
consumers’ purchasing decisions. Furthermore, when consumers receive 
products that do not match their needs, regret costsηmay appear [26]. 
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(iii) Consumers should do their best to ensure the success of the 
campaign, so they may be willing to purchase the products as long as 
their expected utility is non-negative [23]. This assumption is consistent 
with the facts. If the funding target is not met by the deadline, the en-
trepreneurs will not be able to obtain capital from the platform, and the 
consumers will not be able to experience the products. Thus, both con-
sumers and entrepreneurs are eager to reach the funding target through 
their joint efforts. Moreover, the pledged consumers can obtain addi-
tional value from the extra rewards, θis assigned to denote the con-
sumer’s perceived value of the extra rewards. Table 1 summarizes the 
notations. 

3.1. The consumer 

With product description, CF pricep1and retail pricep2, consumers 
make purchasing decisions based on the expected utility. At the CF 
stage, consumers want to do their best to help entrepreneurs reach the 
funding target. Despite the risk of regret cost, consumers are willing to 
purchase the products because of the extra rewards offered by entre-
preneurs [5]. Therefore, the purchase will happen if consumers’ ex-
pected utility is non-negative. Each consumer’s expected utility in the CF 
campaign can be donated as 

EU1 = α(v − p1 + θ) − (1 − α)η (1) 

It is found that if the CF price exceeds a certain valuep0, wherep0 = 1 
− (1 − α)η/α + θ, few consumers can afford it, which means that if the 
CF price exceedsp0, the entrepreneur will not be able to obtain the 
required capital through any financing channels. Therefore, we assume 
thatp1 < p0in this paper. Whenp1 < p0, the existence of a thresholdv0, 
wherev0 = (1 − α)η/α + p1 − θ, is evident, and consumers would pur-
chase the product if their valuationvexceeds this thresholdv0. 

Subsequently, the products will be mass produced and sold in the 
retail market if the funding target is met in a two-stage sales strategy. At 
the retail stage, regret cost will not occur, nor will extra rewards, leaving 
the remaining consumers with a purchasing decision—they will pur-
chase the product only if their private valuation is higher than the retail 
price. Each consumer’s utility at the retail stage can be formulated as 
follows: 

EU2 = v − p2. (2) 

However, consumers who have not purchased the products have to 
leave the market in the one-stage sales strategy because entrepreneurs 
only serve pledged consumers. This means that the consumer’s utility at 

the retail stage is zero in a one-stage sales scheme. 

3.2. The entrepreneur 

When a CF campaign is launched, the funding target, two-stage 
product prices and sales scheme should be determined simultaneously. 
Meanwhile, the entrepreneur should make the strategic choice in regard 
to consumers’ rewards and extra rewards that consumers could receive 
after the funding target is met. Without loss of generality, consumers’ 
rewards are related to the final product. Moreover, extra rewards pro-
vided by the entrepreneurs to the pledged consumers are usually non- 
pecuniary or relatively inexpensive. Therefore, we ignore the cost of 
extra rewards, and the entrepreneurs only incur a unit production costc. 
The entrepreneurs who adopt a two-stage sales scheme will continue to 
sell products in the retail market if the funding target is met. 

From the aforementioned introduction, we can find that the different 
optimal profits and product prices are obtained when entrepreneurs 
implement different sales schemes. The best sales scheme can be 
selected by comparing the profits generated by each scheme. Based on 
the above description, the expected profit of the entrepreneur in a two- 
stage sales scheme can be expressed as 

πtwo =
(
ptwo

1 − c
)
dtwo

1 +
(
ptwo

2 − c
)
dtwo

2 , (3)  

whered1
two = 1 − ((1 − α)η/α + p1

two − θ)andd2
two = ((1 − α)η/α + p1

two − θ 
− p2

two)+represent the demand in the CF stage and the retail stage 
respectively. And the expected profit of the entrepreneur in a one-stage 
sales scheme can be expressed as 

πone =
(
pone

1 − c
)
done

1 , (4)  

whered1
one = 1 − ((1 − α)η/α + p1

one − θ)represents the total demand. And 
a graphical illustration of the sequence of events is given in Fig. 1. 

3.3. Analysis of the selling schemes and pricing plans of the entrepreneurs 

One of the most vital steps for the entrepreneur is to determine an 
appropriate sales scheme and product price. From the expression of the 
entrepreneur’s profit function, we derive that the entrepreneur’s profit 
is a strictly concave function of the CF price and the retail price. By 
taking the partial derivative of the profit function with respect to the CF 
price and the retail price, we find that the optimal price has a unique 
solution and derive the optimal pricesp1

two*,p2
two*andp1

one*in two sales 
schemes. We further analyse how the optimal price and profit vary with 
the parametersαandθin the following proposition. 

Proposition 1. The optimal price and the corresponding entrepre-
neur’s expected profit in the two sales schemes are as follows: 

p1
two* = (2 − (1 − α)η/α + θ + c)/3, p2

two* = (1 + (1 − α)η/α − θ + 2c)/3, 
π*

two = ((2 − (1 − α)η/α + θ − 2c )(1 − 2(1 − α)η/α + 2θ − c ) )
/
9 +

(
((1 − α)η/α + 1 − θ − c )2

)/
9 

;p1
one* = (1 − (1 − α)η/α + θ + c)/2;πone* = ((1 − (1 − α)η/α + θ − c)2)/4. 

ptwo*
1 − pone*

1 = (1 − c+(1 − α)η/α − θ )
/

6 

It is evident that p1
two*and p1

one* (p2
two*) are increasing (decreasing) in 

αand θ, and that πone* is also increasing in αand θ. However, πtwo* is 
increasing in αand θwhen α ≥ 2η/(1 − c + 2θ + 2η). Otherwise, it is 
decreasing in αand θ. It is also revealed that p1

two* > p1
one* is constant and 

the difference between them decreases as α increases. (The proof is the 
same as the proof for Proposition 8). 

In a two-stage sales scheme, the CF price increases, but the retail 
price decreases as the consumers’ perceived value of extra rewards and 
the probability of product matching increases. At the CF stage, the more 
extra rewards consumers receive, the higher the consumers’ perceived 
value of the extra rewards; additionally, the more confidence the 

Table 1 
Definition of the notations.  

Symbol Description 

j(=one, 
two) 

Index for scenarios of the one-stage and two-stage selling schemes 

i = (1,2) Index for the stage of the campaign 
co Index for cases with financial constraints 
v Consumer valuation of the product, which follows the uniform 

distribution of [0,1], and the probability density function is f(v) 
α Probability of product matching, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 
θ Consumers’ perceived value of extra rewards, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 
η Regret cost, 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 
c A unit production cost, 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 
T The funding target 
pi

j The unit price at stageiunder scenarioj 
pi

co The unit price at stageiunder the caseco 
di

j The product demand at stageiunder scenarioj 
di

co The product demand at stageiunder the caseco 
πj Entrepreneur’s profit under scenarioj 
πi

co Entrepreneur’s profit at stageiin the caseco 
πco The total entrepreneur’s profit in the caseco 
EUi The consumer’s expected utility at stagei 
CSi

j The consumer surplus at stageiunder scenarioj 
SWj Total social welfare under scenarioj  
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consumers have in the product, the more likely it is they will meet the 
consumers’ needs. Therefore, as the consumers’ perceived value of extra 
rewards and the probability of product matching increase, consumers 
are more willing to purchase the products as early recipients and less 
sensitive to changes in the CF price, allowing entrepreneurs to have an 
incentive to extract higher surplus from their high-valued consumers by 
increasing the CF price. At the retail stage, as consumers’ perceived 
value of extra rewards and the probability of product matching increase, 
a growing number of high-valued consumers are inclined to purchase 
the products in the CF campaign, and only a few low-valued consumers 
remain in the retail market. Therefore, entrepreneurs have to lower the 
retail price to provide more purchasing opportunities to further promote 
the product market. 

We find that the probability of product matching and the consumers’ 
perceived value of extra rewards have a non-monotonic effect on the 
entrepreneur’s profits. Regardless of the probability of product match-
ing, the entrepreneur will increase the CF price if the probability of 
product matching and the consumers’ perceived value of the extra re-
wards increases. When the probability of product matching is high, 
consumers are less likely to incur regret costs, thus revealing a strong 
desire to purchase the product, allowing the entrepreneur to increase the 
CF price to obtain more profits. The entrepreneur’s profit increases with 
the probability of product matching and the consumers’ perceived value 
of the extra rewards. When the probability of product matching is low, 
consumers will be reluctant to purchase the products even if the prob-
ability of product matching increases because some of them have to give 
up purchasing as the CF price increases. The increase in profit from the 
increasing price cannot make up for the loss of consumer demand, the 
entrepreneur’s profit decreases as the probability of product matching 
increases. 

In a one-stage sales scheme, as the probability of product matching 
and the consumers’ perceived value of extra rewards increases, the en-
trepreneur’s profit increases. The increase in the product price has little 
impact on consumer purchasing intention because consumers can only 
purchase the products in the CF campaign. Thus, entrepreneurs can 
enhance profits by increasing the product price. Note that entrepreneurs 
are always willing to offer a discounted price to attract more consumers 
and abandon the needs of a few low-valued consumers in the one-stage 
sales scheme. When the probability of product matching is high enough, 
the CF price in the one-stage sales scheme can be slightly lower than that 
in the two-stage sales scheme. In the next part, entrepreneurs’ optimal 
pricing plan in a two-stage sales scheme is summarized. 

Proposition 2. Givenp1
two*andp2

two*, the entrepreneur can announce an 
increasing price plan (i.e.p1

two* < p2
two*) whenα ≤ 2η/(1 − c + 2θ + 2η); 

otherwise, the entrepreneur can choose a decreasing price plan (i.e.p1
two* 

≥ p2
two*). 

Proposition 2 indicates that entrepreneurs will adopt an increasing 
pricing plan if the probability of product matching is low. Otherwise, 
they prefer a decreasing pricing plan. In fact, when the probability of 

product matching is low, entrepreneurs have an incentive to offer con-
sumers a discounted CF price to compensate for the loss caused by the 
mismatch between the product and consumer needs. The discounted 
price encourages more consumers to purchase the products to ensure 
that the funding target can be meet. Then, the entrepreneurs produce 
products and put them into the retail market, where consumers can 
observe and fully understand the products through consumer reviews. 
Because consumers will purchase products as long as their valuation 
exceeds the retail price, entrepreneurs can set a higher retail price to 
extract more surpluses to boost their profits. However, when the prob-
ability of product matching is high, consumers have a strong desire to 
purchase the products in the CF campaign because they can obtain extra 
rewards. At this time, entrepreneurs impose price discrimination and set 
a premium price to extract more surpluses from high-valued consumers 
and offer a low retail price to low-valued consumers at the retail stage. 

Systematic comparison of the two sales schemes is then made from 
the perspective of entrepreneurs’ profit, revealing the superior one for 
entrepreneurs to choose. Provided thatΔπ = πtwo* − πone*is defined as 
the profit difference between the two sales schemes, and then we derive 
that 

Δπ = π*
two − π*

one

= ((2 − (1 − α)η/α + θ − 2c )(1 − 2(1 − α)η/α + 2θ − c ) )/9

+((1 − α)η/α + 1 − θ − c )2
/

9 −
(
(1 − (1 − α)η/α + θ − c )2

)/
4
.

(5)  

Proposition 3. GivenΔπ, whenα ≥ η/
( ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

3/7
√

(1+c)+η
)

, entrepre-
neurs should prefer a two-stage sales scheme to a one-stage one; 

whenα < η/
( ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

3/7
√

(1+c)+η
)

, the choice of the optimal sales scheme 

depends onθ. In particular, entrepreneurs adopt a two-stage sales 
scheme ifθ ≤ θ1, while a one-stage sales scheme should be implemented 
ifθ1 < θ ≤ min (θ2,1). 

This paper focuses on obtaining the optimal sales scheme for entre-
preneurs by comparing the profits of the two sales schemes. We point out 
that when the probability of product matching is high, entrepreneurs 
can use price discrimination in two-stage selling schemes to extract 
higher surplus from high-valued consumers and provide more pur-
chasing opportunities for low-valued consumers to maximize profits. 
Nevertheless, when the probability of product matching is low, the 
optimal sales scheme is determined by the consumers’ perceived value 
of extra rewards. Consumers, despite the low probability of product 
matching, are still willing to purchase the products at the CF stage if they 
deem the value of the extra rewards high, thus allowing entrepreneurs to 
obtain enough profits from the CF campaign, making the one-stage sales 
scheme the preferable one. However, once the consumers’ perceived 
value of the extra rewards is low, most are reluctant to purchase pre-
maturely. Therefore, it is optimal for entrepreneurs to adopt a two-stage 
sales scheme with a lower CF price to encourage purchasing, followed by 

Fig. 1. Sequence of events.  
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a higher retail price for more profits. 

3.4. Analysis of consumer surplus and social welfare 

This section, shifting our focus onto consumers, explores the impact 
of entrepreneurs’ decisions on consumer surplus and social welfare. To 
be specific, consumer surplus is measured by the economic welfare that 
consumers gain from purchasing products; and social welfare is defined 
as the sum of consumer surplus and firm profit [6]. Consumer surplus 
and social welfare in the two sales schemes are presented below: 

The consumer surplus at each stage and total consumer surplus are as 
follows: 

CStwo
1 =

∫ 1

(1− α)η/α+ptwo
1 − θ

(
v − ptwo

1

)
f (v)dv (6)  

CStwo
2 =

∫ 1

ptwo
2

(
v − ptwo

2

)
f (v)dv (7)  

CStwo = CStwo
1 +CStwo

2 , (8)  

wheref(v)represents the probability density function of the consumer’s 
product valuation. And the total social welfare is given by 

SWtwo = CStwo + π*
two. (9) 

In the same way, the total consumer surplus and social welfare in the 
one-stage sales scheme can be expressed as follows: 

CSone =

∫ 1

(1− α)η/α+pone
1 − θ

(
v − pone

1

)
f (v)dv (10)  

SWone = CSone + π*
one. (11) 

We substitutep1
two*,p2

two*andp1
one* into Eq. (6) to Eq. (11) in sequence, 

and use the following proposition to explain the impact of consumers’ 
perceived value of extra rewards and the probability of product 
matching on consumer surplus and social welfare. 

Proposition 4. In a two-stage sales scheme, CS1
twoandCStwoare 

decreasing inαandθ, butCS2
twois increasing inαandθ. Whenα > 4η/(− 1 +

4θ − 2c + 4η), SWtwois increasing inαand vice versa. In a one-stage sales 
scheme, CSoneis decreasing inαandθ. Whenα > 4η/(− 1 + 2θ − 2c + 2η), 
SWoneis increasing inαand vice versa. 

Proposition 4 reveals that consumers’ perceived value of extra re-
wards and the probability of product matching have a monotonic effect 
on consumer surplus. At the CF stage, consumers can benefit from extra 
rewards, and consumer support is critical for entrepreneurs to meet the 
funding target. The higher consumers’ perceived value of extra rewards 
becomes, the more likely it is of an early purchase. Moreover, entre-
preneurs can set a higher CF price to extract more surpluses from early 
consumers, resulting in a reduction in consumer surplus. At the retail 
stage, entrepreneurs should offer more purchasing opportunities to low- 
valued consumers by setting a lower price and extracting fewer sur-
pluses so that the consumer surplus increases. We also find that the CF 
campaign has unique characteristics that are different from other sales 
activities and that it occupies a dominant position in a two-stage sales 
scheme. Therefore, changes in consumers’ perceived value of extra re-
wards and the probability of product matching have the same effect on 
consumer surplus at the CF stage and total consumer surplus. 

In proposition 4, we also demonstrate that consumers’ perceived 
value of extra rewards and the probability of product matching have a 
non-monotonic effect on social welfare. In particular, when the proba-
bility of product matching is high, as consumers’ perceived value of 
extra rewards and the probability of product matching increases, en-
trepreneurs raise the CF price and lower the retail price, resulting in an 
increase in profits far exceeding the reduction in consumer surplus, 

thereby increasing social welfare. However, when the probability of 
product matching is low, consumers’ willingness to purchase products is 
significantly reduced because of the high risk of the mismatch. The in-
crease in profits caused by product price adjustment cannot compensate 
for the decrease in consumer surplus, thus reducing social welfare as a 
result. With the probability of product matching changing from low to 
high, changes in consumer surplus and social welfare in a one-stage sales 
scheme are similar to those in a two-stage one. 

4. Model and analysis with financial constraints 

The aforementioned study explores the scenarios with entrepreneurs 
without financial constraints and their goals in marketing and profit 
maximization. However, some entrepreneurs require more capital and 
thus have financial constraints, so they have to first guarantee meeting 
the funding target and then consider product marketing. In this part, the 
financing role of CF in combination with financial constraints is ana-
lysed, following the study of the marketing role of CF in Section 3. We 
find that the optimal product price set by entrepreneurs to maximize 
profit cannot meet the funding target with financial constraints, name-
lyT >

(
p*

1 − c
)(

1 −
(
(1 − α)η/α+p*

1 − θ
) )

= T. Entrepreneurs have to 
adjust product prices and set reasonable funding targets to ensure the 
success of the campaign. Therefore, we investigate how entrepreneurs 
with financial constraints set optimal funding targets and adjust sales 
strategies and pricing plans. 

4.1. The model 

Similar to the case without financial constraints, consumers will 
purchase products if their expected utility is non-negative, namelyv ≥ (1 
− α)η/α + p1

co − θ. Moreover, the entrepreneur’s profit at the CF stage 
should be equal to the actual funding needed. The entrepreneur’s profit 
at the CF stage can be expressed as 

πco
1 =

(
pco

1 − c
)
dco

1 , (12)  

whered1
co = 1 − ((1 − α)η/α + p1

co − θ)represents the demand in the CF 
stage. And the conditions for entrepreneurs to reach the funding target 
at the end of the CF campaign can be described as 

πco
1 =

(
pco

1 − c
)
dco

1 ≥ T. (13) 

According to the above inequality, we have that. 
− (p1

co)2 + (1 + c − (1 − α)η/α + θ)p1
co + c((1 − α)η/α − θ − 1) − T ≥ 0. 

We first derive thatΔ = (1 + c − (1 − α)η/α + θ)2 + 4(c((1 − α)η/α − θ −
1) − T), and the above inequality has the solution whenΔ ≥ 0. We find 
that the CF campaign will succeed only if entrepreneurs set the funding 
target within a reasonable range, namelyT < T ≤ c((1 − α)η/α − θ − 1 ) +

(1 + c − (1 − α)η/α + θ )2
/4 = T̃. Moreover, according to the root- 

finding formula, we have that: 

p+1 =
(
(1+c − (1 − α)η/α+θ )+

̅̅̅
Δ

√ )/
2;  

p−1 =
(
(1+c− (1− α)η/α+θ)−

̅̅̅
Δ

√ )/
2 

. 
With financial constraints, even if entrepreneurs adopt different sales 

schemes, their profits in the CF stage are the same, which are equal to 
the funding actually needed. In order to gain more profit and expand the 
product market, entrepreneurs always prefer a two-stage sales scheme. 
At the retail stage, the remaining consumers make purchasing decisions, 
and each consumer will purchase the products if their private valuation 
is higher than the retail price. Therefore, the entrepreneurs’ profit at the 
retail stage can be expressed as 

πco
2 =

(
pco

2 − c
)
dco

2 , (14)  

whered2
co = (1 − α)η/α + p1

co* − θ − p2
corepresents the demand in the 
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retail market. It is easy to see that the entrepreneur’s profit at the retail 
stage increases with the CF price according to the above Eq. (14). Thus, 
entrepreneurs should set a higher CF price (p1

+) to maximize profits 
under the premise of ensuring that they can meet the funding target. 
Then, we can derive that the optimal CF price and retail price are. 

pco*
1 =

(
(1+c − (1 − α)η/α+θ )+

̅̅̅
Δ

√ )/
2; p2

co* = ((1 − α)η/α + p1
co* −

θ + c)/2. 

Finally, the total profit function of entrepreneurs can be obtained as 
follows:   

4.2. Analysis of the sales scheme and pricing plan of entrepreneurs 

It is suggested, based on the above-mentioned, that entrepreneurs 
need to adjust the product price to ensure that the funding target is met. 
We start by investigating how entrepreneurs set a reasonable funding 
target that guarantees maximum capital. Compared to the case without 
financial constraints, we mainly investigate how entrepreneurs adjust 
the product pricing and sales scheme. 

Proposition 5. Compared with the funding targetT, entrepreneurs 
should set an appropriate funding target T (T < T ≤ T̃) to ensure that the 
funding target can be met at the end of the CF campaign. It is discovered 
that the optimal funding target isT* = T̃. 

From proposition 5, we find that entrepreneurs have a maximum 
financing thresholdT̃. Once the funding target exceeds this threshold, 
the CF campaign cannot succeed even if the product prices are adjusted. 
Therefore, a funding target within a reasonable range is crucial to the 
success of the campaign. To obtain maximum capital, we find that the 
optimal funding target should be equal to the maximum financing 
threshold, namelyT* = T̃. The following proposition is employed to 
illustrate the entrepreneur’s optimal sales scheme. 

Proposition 6. With financial constraints, the two-stage sales scheme 
is most beneficial to entrepreneurs, while it is suboptimal for entrepre-
neurs to adopt a one-stage sales scheme because of πco ≥ π1

co strictly. 

Proposition 6 explains the optimal sales scheme for entrepreneurs 
with financial constraints is a two-stage one. Unlike the case without 
financial constraints, entrepreneurs who adopt two different sales 
schemes should set the same CF price and obtain the same profit at the 
CF stage. In this case, entrepreneurs take the optimal CF price as the 
predominant factor to help reach the funding target first and then 
maximize profits by selling products in the retail market. Thus, we 
further investigate entrepreneurs’ optimal pricing plan choices. 

Proposition 7. With financial constraints, givenT* = T̃, a thresh-
oldα0, whereα0 = 3η/(1 + 3θ + 3η − c), is derived. The optimal pricing 
plan is an increasing one whenα < α0. Otherwise, a decreasing price plan 
is better than an increasing one. Compared to the case without financial 
constraints, entrepreneurs are more likely to implement an increasing 
pricing plan because of 3η/(1 + 3θ + 3η − c) > 2η/(1 + 2θ + 2η − c) 
strictly. 

Proposition 7 shows that financial constraints have some impact on 
the optimal pricing plan choice. With financial constraints, entrepre-
neurs deem the success rate of CF their top priority, followed by the task 

of marketing, and thus should decline the CF price to encourage more 
purchasing in CF campaigns. When the probability of product matching 
is high enough, entrepreneurs may try to increase the CF price to extract 
higher surplus from high-valued consumers. So, entrepreneurs are more 
likely to implement an increasing pricing plan to raise capital as much as 
possible in the CF campaign. 

Proposition 8. Givenp1
co*andp2

co*, andT* = T̃, the maximum amount 

of capital the entrepreneurs can raise, p1
co* (p2

co*), is increasing 
(decreasing) inαandθ; for any givenα, p1

co* < p1
two*andp2

co* < p2
two*. 

Proposition 8 indicates that for a given optimal price and funding 
target, the change in both the probability of product matching and 
consumers’ perceived value of extra rewards have reversed influence on 
the optimal CF price and retail price, which is similar to that described in 
Proposition 1. In comparison, entrepreneurs with financial constraints 
should set a relatively low CF price to attract more consumers to meet 
the funding target first, and then sell products at a discounted price to 
expand the product market. These results are driven by the “All-or- 
Nothing” mechanism because the funding target can only be met when 
enough consumers purchase the products. 

5. Data analysis 

After making the theoretical analysis, in this section, we crawl real 
data from the Kickstarter platform for verifying the theoretical results. 
Due to the fact that it is easy to uncover the development status of CF 
from the data of recent campaigns, we collect data from 502 successful 
technology CF campaigns most recently launched on Kickstarter. 
Moreover, in order to study whether differences exist in the funding 
targets between successful and failed campaigns, data on 502 latest 
failed campaigns are also collected. The obtained data consists of five 
items, including the funding target, reward description, the number of 
updates, the number of comments, and the follow-up sales link. Among 
them, the follow-up sales link enables us to quickly judge whether the 
entrepreneurs adopt a two-stage sales scheme. Then, we intend to deal 
with the following issues by analysing the data: (1) how the value of the 
funding target affects the choice of sales schemes, (2) which pricing plan 
should be adopted in a two-stage sales scheme, and (3) how to set a 
reasonable funding target. 

First, in order to explore the relationship between the funding target 
and sales scheme selection, we collect both the data of 269 successful 
campaigns with the funding targets above $10,000 and the data of 233 
successful campaigns with the funding targets of less than $10,000. 
Among the 269 campaigns, 191 campaigns (71%) adopted a two-stage 
sales scheme to continue selling products via online platforms after 
the funding targets were reached, whereas only 78 campaigns (29%) 
preferred a one-stage sales scheme as shown in Table 2. It can be seen 
that entrepreneurs prefer to implement a two-stage sales scheme from 

Table 2 
Statistical analysis of sales scheme selection.  

The funding target The choice of sales scheme 

A one-stage sales scheme A two-stage sales scheme sum 

>10,000 78 191 269 
<10,000 122 111 233 
Sum 200 302 502  

πco = πco
1 + πco

2

=
(
pco*

1 − c
)(

1 −
(
(1 − α)η

/
α + pco*

1 − θ
) )

+
(
(1 − α)η

/
α + pco*

1 − θ − c
)2
/

4
. (15)   
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this perspective. However, for campaigns with the funding targets of less 
than $10,000, we find that 111 entrepreneurs (48%) adopted a two- 
stage sales scheme, whereas 122 (52%) implemented a one-stage sales 
scheme. In this case, no significant difference can be seen in their choice 
of sales scheme. Hence, the statistical analysis demonstrates that en-
trepreneurs with financial constraints may prefer a two-stage sales 
scheme, while those without financial constraints have no particular 
preference. 

Second, the reward descriptions of the 302 successful campaigns 
with a two-stage sales scheme are extracted to discuss the entrepreneur’s 
pricing plan. In practice, entrepreneurs who adopt an increasing pricing 
plan usually announce both the discounted CF price and the retail price 
in the reward description and encourage consumers to purchase early by 
showing how much they can save. Thus, using the key word save, we find 
that 162 campaigns adopted an increasing pricing plan as shown in 
Table 3, of which 112 campaigns (69%) had the funding targets above 
$10,000 and 50 campaigns (31%) had the funding targets of less than 
$10,000. It can be inferred that entrepreneurs with financial constraints 
are more likely to adopt an increasing pricing plan to design a dis-
counted CF price. A decreasing pricing plan was used by the remaining 
140 campaigns. Since an increasing pricing plan announced by the 
entrepreneur would contribute to the success of the CF campaign, we 
treat the campaigns that are not labeled as an increasing pricing plan as 
those with a decreasing pricing plan in our study. 

Finally, we attempt to examine how to set a reasonable funding 
target based on the two sets of data with 502 successful campaigns and 
502 failed ones. From Fig. 2(b), we observe from the 502 successful 
campaigns that entrepreneurs tend to set a reasonable funding target, 
which is always less than $100,000. However, entrepreneurs with failed 
campaigns may set a higher funding target compared with those who 
succeeded, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2, the horizontal axis represents 
the number of successful and failed campaigns, and the vertical axis 
represents the funding target of each campaign. 

From Table 4, it can be seen that 269 campaigns (54%) had the 
funding targets above $10,000 among the 502 successful campaigns. 
However, 466 (93%) campaigns had the funding targets above $10,000 
for the failed campaigns. In addition, it is obvious that there are large 
differences in some indices between the two types of campaigns. Spe-
cifically, the maximum value, minimum value and average level of the 

funding targets of the failed campaigns are much higher than those of 
the successful campaigns. Also, the median of the funding targets of the 
failed campaigns is higher than that of the successful campaigns. From 
the above preliminary analysis, we think that it is probably that the 
funding target is a basic factor affecting the success of CF, and setting an 
inappropriate funding target may lead to the failure of the campaign. 
Moreover, according to the analysis of the number of updates and 
comments in Table 5, we find that the number of updates and comments 
of the successful campaigns far exceeded those of the failed campaigns. 
For successful campaigns, entrepreneurs are more willing to update 
campaigns and respond to comments to provide the pledged consumers 
with more extra experience in this progress. Thus, a reasonable funding 
target and extra experience would be essential to the acquisition of the 
funding target and profit maximization. 

6. Conclusions 

CF has emerged in recent years as a major financing channel for start- 
ups or individuals to replace traditional financing. The start-ups or in-
dividuals can raise capital from potential consumers to develop inno-
vative products by launching CF campaigns. This paper mainly studies 
how entrepreneurs set optimal funding targets, product prices and sales 
strategies in a basic model. The impact of entrepreneurs’ decisions on 
consumer surplus and social welfare is also explored. Moreover, we 
construct an analytical model to investigate whether entrepreneurs with 
financial constraints need adjustment in product pricing and sales 
schemes. 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. Our 
study is the first to investigate the entrepreneur’s sales schemes and 
pricing plans of CF products considering the characteristics of the 
reward-based CF. We find that these CF campaigns have unique features 
that are different from other sales activities, and prove that the entre-
preneur should adopt the corresponding sales scheme and pricing plan 
under the different conditions. Second, we theoretically reveal the 
relationship between the funding target and the success of the CF 
campaign from the perspective of the sales schemes. We demonstrate 
that the funding target may affect the success of CF and the entrepre-
neur’s optimal decision. Finally, we collect real data from the Kickstarter 
platform in order to verify the theoretical results by the analysis of the 
data. The results of the descriptive statistics show that the interaction 
between the entrepreneurs and consumers is also a factor that affects the 
success of CF. 

The several main insights and implications can be summarized as 
follows. First, without financial constraints, entrepreneurs can choose 
between a two-stage sales scheme and a one-stage sales scheme. When 
the consumers’ perceived value of extra rewards is high, a one-stage 
sales scheme is preferred in a medium range of the probability of 
product matching, but a two-stage sales scheme yields more benefits for 
entrepreneurs when the probability of product matching is low or high. 

Table 3 
Statistical analysis of the pricing plan.  

The funding 
target 

The choice of pricing plan 

An increasing pricing 
plan 

A decreasing pricing 
plan 

sum 

>10,000 112 79 191 
<10,000 50 61 111 
Sum 162 140 302  

Fig. 2. The funding targets for the successful and failed campaigns.  
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When the consumers’ perceived value of extra rewards is low, a two- 
stage sales scheme is absolutely superior to a one-stage one. This anal-
ysis provides a possible explanation of why entrepreneurs who launch 
innovative campaigns on Kickstarter usually sell products in two 
stages–the CF stage and the retail stage. 

Second, when the probability of product matching is low, it is 
optimal for entrepreneurs to adopt an increasing price plan; otherwise, 
they are more willing to carry out a decreasing price plan. Compared 
with those without financial constraints, entrepreneurs with financial 
constraints are more likely to adopt an increasing price plan because 
they have to offer a discounted price to encourage early purchase. 
Contrary to most actual cases, entrepreneurs should set a higher CF price 
first, followed by a lower retail price when the probability of product 
matching is high. 

Third, to ensure the success of the campaign, entrepreneurs with 
financial constraints should set an appropriate funding target, with the 
optimal funding target equal to the maximum financing threshold. This 
means that once exceeding the threshold, the funding target cannot be 
met even with adjusted product prices. Moreover, such an appropriate 
funding target is beneficial not only to the pledged consumers but also to 
the entrepreneur. It is worth mentioning that the entrepreneurs should 
set funding targets modestly. 

Finally, it is found that a higher probability of product matching may 
enhance social welfare but dampen consumer surplus under certain 
conditions. The intuitive observation is that a higher probability of 
product matching is beneficial to the profit and long-term development 
of entrepreneurs. Therefore, more detailed product information should 
be provided at the CF stage to deepen consumers’ understanding of the 
product and boost their confidence in it. 

This study provides some management implications for entrepre-
neurs’ marketing decisions; however, there are still a few limitations. 
First, we focus on monopolistic entrepreneurs and ignore the competi-
tion between them, which may occur in practice due to imitation 
behaviour. Second, we study the CF platforms with “All-or-Nothing” 
mechanism, such as Kickstarter; however, some CF platforms adopt a 
“Keep-it-All” mechanism, which may lead entrepreneurs to different 
marketing decisions. Third, we assume that consumers are myopic, and 
the forward-looking behaviour of consumers can be examined by 
investigating the effect of consumers’ current decisions on subsequent 
consumers’ decisions in future research. 
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Appendix A. Appendix 

Proof for proposition 1: Without financial constraints, the expected profit of the entrepreneur can be expressed asπtwo = (p1
two − c)d1

two + (p2
two − c) 

d2
twoin a two-stage sales scheme. First, the first-order and second-order partial derivatives of the profit function with respect to the CF price and the 

retail price are derived. Then, a Hessian matrix is formulated as H =

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

∂2πtwo/∂ptwo
1

2 ∂2πtwo/∂ptwo
1 ∂ptwo

2

∂2πtwo/∂ptwo
2 ∂ptwo

1 ∂2πtwo/∂ptwo
2

2

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
= 3 > 0 and a unique optimal solution, 

wherep1
two*, p2

two*andπtwo*, is obtained. In a one-stage sales scheme, we use the same method to obtain the optimalp1
one* andπone*. From the formula 

above, we can easily find the influence of αand θ onp1
two*,p2

two*,πtwo*,p1
one*andπone*. 

Proof for proposition 2: Given p1
two*andp2

two*, the difference between the CF price and the retail price isΔp = p1
two* − p2

two*. Ifα < 2η/(1 + 2θ + 2η −
c), we deriveΔp < 0; otherwise, Δp ≥ 0is constant. 

Proof for proposition 3: We defined that the profit difference between the two sales schemes isΔπ = πtwo* − πone*; and, according to the 

discriminant and square root formula, we deriveθ1,2 =

(

(7(1 − α)η/α+5c − 5 )±2
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

14((1 − α)η/α )
2
− 6(1 − c)2

√ )/

7. Especially, Δπ ≥ 0is constant 

whenΔ < 0, soπtwo* ≥ πone* absolutely whenα ≥ η/
( ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

3/7
√

(1+c)+η
)

. Whenα < η/
( ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

3/7
√

(1+c)+η
)

, we take further analyses and find πtwo* <

πone*whenθ1 < θ ≤ min (θ1,1), andπtwo* ≥ πone* whenθ ≤ θ1. 

Table 4 
Statistical analysis of the funding target.  

The results of campaigns The funding target 

The number of campaigns whose goals above 10,000 The number of campaigns whose goals under 10,000  
Min  Max  Mean  Med 

Success 269 233 1 150,000 15,725 10,000 
Failure 466 36 400 2,500,000 92,392 30,000  

Table 5 
Statistical analysis of the number of updates and comments.  

The results of campaigns The number of updates The number of comments 

Min Max Mean Med Min Max Mean Med 

Success 0 88 10.67 9 0 5964 223.86 57 
Failure 0 25 0.77 0 0 41 1.096 0  
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Proof for propositions 7: GivenT* = T̃, the difference between the CF price and the retail price isΔp
co = p2

co* − p1
co*, where2Δp

co = (1 − α)η/α − θ + c 
− p1

co*. We derive Δp
co < 0whenα < α0, whereα0 = 3η/(1 + 3θ + 3η − c); otherwise, we getΔp

co > 0. In comparison, entrepreneurs with financial 
constraints are more willing adopt an increasing price plan becauseα0 > 2η/(1 + 2θ + 2η − c) is constant. 

Proof for proposition 8: With financial constraints, we find thatT* = T̃and derivep1
co*andp2

co*, respectively. Then, compared to the case without 
financial constraints, we have thatp1

two* − p1
co* = (1 − c + (1 − α)η/α − θ)/6andp2

two* − p2
co* = (1 − c + (1 − α)η/α + θ)/12. So, p1

two* ≥ p1
co*andp2 

two* ≥ p2
co*, because(1 − α)η/α + p1

co* − θ − p2
co* > 0is constant. 
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